Previously we have presented a recursive beamforming algorithm for synthetic transmit aperture focusing. At every emission a beamformed low-resolution image is added to an existing high-resolution one, and the low-resolution image from the previous emission with the current active element is subtracted yielding a new frame at every pulse emission.
Introduction
Modern scanners estimate the blood velocity by sending ultrasound pulses in the same direction and processing the signal returned from a given depth. To create a map of the velocity distribution in the area of investigation, the signal must be sent several consecutive times in each of several different directions. The precision of the estimates increases, if the estimates are based on a larger number of acquisitions in one direction. This, however, decreases the frame rate and the choice is based on a compromise between frame rate and precision.
This compromise can be avoided if a new frame is created after every emission and its data used for velocity estimation.
0-7803-6365-5/00/$10.00 0 2000 IEEE The continuous flow of data allows the use of stationary echo canceling filters with longer impulse responses, and estimates based on a larger number of emissions, which both improve the estimates' precision.
One approach to create a new frame at every pulse emission is to use Recursive Ultrasound Imaging [I] . The beamformed data as proposed in [ 11 is suitable for B-mode imaging but not for blood velocity estimation, because of the present motion artifacts.
In this article the CFM is calculated after every emission, and the velocity estimates from the current frame are used for correcting the motion artifacts in the next one. Since the estimates are based on longer sample sequences, they have a high precision, and the motion artifacts can thereby be compensated fully.
Since each emission is performed only by one element, and the blood is moving, the performance of the above mentioned procedure depends on the shot sequence. This dependency can be avoided by using the same elements at every emission with a spatial encoding scheme as suggested in [ 2 ] .
Theoretical background
The following sections give the theoretical background for recursive ultrasound imaging and the use of spatially encoded transmits to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
Recursive imaging
A pulse emitted by only one transducer element propagates as a spherical wave, when the element is small, and the received echo signal carries information from the whole region of interest. By applying different delays in receive, any of the scan-lines m E [ 1 . . . N,] can be formed. The data from one emission is used to beam-form all of the scan-lines creating one image as shown in Fig. 1 . The created image has a low resolution, since only one element is used for emission. emitting with a different transducer element. Let the number of the current emission be k , the number of the transducer elements be Nxdc, the recorded signal by the element j after emitting with element i be r$), and let the necessary delay and the weighting coefficient for beam-forming of scan-line m be d,ij and umi.j, respectively. The beam-forming of a scanline for a low-resolution image can then be expressed as (see Fig. 1 ):
where t is time relative to start of pulse emission. Provided that the tissue below the transducer is motionless, the forming of the final scan-lines for the high-resolution image can be expressed as [ 11:
This method, however, suffers from a low signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio and from motions artifacts. Using multiple elements in transmit to send "defocused" ultrasound wave improves [3] the situation. Further, the SNR can be increased by using encoded signals. The encoding can be temporal (for example using linear frequency modulated excitation) or spatial as described in the next section. 
Spatial encoding
where e ( t ) is a basic waveform and qi is an encoding coefficient. Assuming a linear propagation medium, the signal rJ ( t ) received by the jth element can be expressed as:
where r,] ( t ) would be the signal received by element j , if the emission was done only by element i. From Eq.(l) it can be seen that the components ri,(t) must be found in order to beamform the signal. The received signals can be expressed in a matrix form:
where the superscript ( k ) , 1 5 k 5 N,,, is the number of the on the transmitting element i, and ry' is the signal received by the jth element. In the above system of equations the time is skipped for notational simplicity. Also stationary tissue is assumed so that: Figure 3 shows the movement of one point scatterer within v', from position p o ( 6 , k T ) to a new position p1 (Xi, ( k + l)T) for the time T between two pulse emissions. The movement across the beam (perpendicular to the the direction Z j determines the strength of the backscattered energy, while the movement along the beam determines the time instance when For the case depicted in Fig. 3 T is also a function o f t , dk) = & ( I ) . The beamformation process with the velocity incorporated in it becomes: (6). In the case of abdominal scanning, and for low values of N,,, , this assumption is "almost fulfilled". However, in cardiac imaging and blood velocity estimation, this assumption is severely violated and the movement of the blood and heart must be compensated for. During the first stage of the beamforming process, lowresolution images are created, using dynamic receive focusing. The assumption is that within one scan line s,i(t), the wavefront propagates as a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 3. where A is the delay between the first and the last of the lowresolution images, currently comprised in the high-resolution one. where AI is the distance traveled by the point scatterer:
Without spatial encoding
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With spatial encoding
In the above equation vi is the component of the velocity normal to the transducer surface. The delay T is a function of the time t , and the emission number k, 7 = d k ) ( t )
Thus, the signals received by element j for emission num-
T(I) ( t ) )
The reconstruction must be performed prior to beamforming the signal at a given point. First the received signals dk) ( 1 ) are appropriately delayed, and then the system of equations (5) is solved.
A tissue mimicking phantom with frequency dependent attenuation of 0.25 dB/[cm.MHz] and speed of sound c = 1540 d s was scanned at 65 positions in a water bath. From position to position the phantom was moved 70 pm at an angle of 45" to the transducer surface. Assuming a pulse repetition frequency fprf = 1 / T = 7000, this movement corresponds to a plug-flow with velocity IC1 = 49.5 c d s .
A precision translation system was used for the movement of the phantom. The precision of the motuon in the axial and lateral directions were: Az = 1 /200 mm, and Ax = 1 /80 mm, respectively.
Velocity estimation
In the theoretical considerations, it was assumed that the blood velocity was estimated, without any considerations about the velocity estimator.
The cross-correlation estimator suggested in [5] is suitable for the broad band pulses used by this method. In the implementation it is assumed, that the two consecutive highresolution lines .fdk)(t2) and d k -l ) ( r 1 ) are related by:
where tS is a time lag due to the movement of the scatterers and is related to the axial component of the velocity vz by:
The peak of the cross-correlation between segments of S(k) ( t ) and S @ -' ) ( t ) would be found at time fs. Estimating fS leads to the estimation of C.
Experimental results
Reference velocity estimation 3.1 Measurement setup
The measurements were done, using the department's off-line experimental system XTRA [4] . The most important parameters are listed in Table 1 In order to obtain a reference estimate of the velocity, at 
5 0 4 5 --I created using 13 emissions per image. The velocity was estimated using a cross-correlation estimator. The correlation length was equal to the length of the transmitted pulse. The number of lines, over which the calculated correlation function was averaged was 8. The search length was f h / 4 to -avoid aliasing problems. Figure 5 shows the mean velocity lv'l for the central line as a function of depth. The mean was calculated over 55 estimates.
In the axial direction the translation system has a precision of & = 5 ,um, which is 10 % of the desired step. The results are, thus, within the precision of the system.
Recursive velocity estimation
The mean velocity and the normalized standard deviation o/m estimated using recursive ultrasound imaging are shown in Figure 6 . The dashed lines show the velocity at fo. It can be seen that the reference velocity estimation exhibits a smaller bias than the velocity estimations using recursive imaging.
The recursive imaging using spatially encoded transmits exhibits angular dependence. At angles of 42" -45" it has a low bias and standard deviation, comparable to that of the reference velocity estimates. One of the possible reasons for the angular dependency is the low number of emissions (Nxm = 4), resulting in higher side and grating lobes in the image.
Conclusions
In this paper a method for motion compensation and velocity estimation using recursive ultrasound imaging was presented. The method provides the blood velocity estimator with as much as several thousand measurements per second for every sample in the investigated region.
It has been experimentally verified that the method works for a speckle generating phantom with frequency dependent attenuation. One limitation is that no noise was present in the experiment and the velocity was constant.
Future work will include velocity profiles and mixture of moving and stationary tissue.
